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Intelligent Automation 

will digitally transform all companies, all 
industries and have a direct impact on 
all employees around the world.



is about business and operating model 
transformation, not  just technology.

It is also about 
cultural change. 



decisions are strategic 
imperatives and must 
be implemented from 
the top down.



AI and the associated digital 
innovations are ushering 
in a huge economic 
transformation

$12.4  2018

$18.3  2019

$41.3  2021

$62.8  2022

$96.4  2023

$148.8  2024

$231.9  2025

$27.4  2020

$231.9 
Billion spending on AI

$7 
Trillion in economic impact

$2.5  
Trillion in productivity gains





Just like AI, electricity was around for many years 
before it became mainstream. It’s benefits were 
limited to narrow use cases like electromagnets, 
and the generation cost was very expensive. 



More innovations and inventions came off electricity. 
Today we have innovations from AI, machine learning 
and deep learning that have similar economic impacts 
and involves new ways of working.



We are entering 
another Industrial Revolution



The pace of change 
has never been this fast, 
yet it will never be this 
slow again.
Justin Trudeau, 
Canadian Prime Minister, 
Davos 2018



Sharp increase in
hubs of innovation
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The traditional 
model must change

Technology 
Ecosystems

Governance, Safety 
and Security

New Operating 
Models and 
Changing Business 
Models

Talent and Work



Executives hope to scale RPA and AI    

in the next 3 years, but face real 

capability and organizational concerns



Executives hope to scale RPA and AI    

in the next 3 years, but face real 

capability and organizational concerns
There has never been 
a more opportune 
time to transform



To make a cultural shift, 
this is about CHANGE



Improved
customer service

Faster
projects

Empowered 
employees

Greater
innovation

Better 
Decisions

IA Yields important 
advantages

Lower
costs



Key question: Is your culture 
ready to be disrupted, or to be 
the disruptor?
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